
earlnewton
Note
Yes, sixth draft.  I actually shot Sins a year before I started Stranger Things.  I wrote it over the course of a year - writing and rewriting, to hone the story and the plot twists into a tight, unified whole.



earlnewton
Note
This is a complete cheater's way to get the audience's attention, but it works.In the rough cut, I had the sound of the horn blown out and then reduced the audio slightly, to keep the sound of distorted audio without blowing the speakers.It didn't sound as professional as the final mix, but it scared the living daylights out of the audience. 

earlnewton
Note
The fact that Sarah and David are different races was coincidental in the original casting, but as I developed the script into the final form, it became clear that it was the perfect choice.  90% of people don't consider the possibility they might be together, so the twist at the end impacts even harder.





earlnewton
Note
This piece was part of a setup for a second twist at the end of the story, which was later cut before shooting.

earlnewton
Note
One of the problems I ran into with this story was structuring it in such a way that David's natural reactions didn't give away his personal connection to Sarah.  To alleviate that, I simply took him out of the room, and let him discover everything at once.  This also represents a "cheat," but it's one the audience rarely catches.  When he comes in and stops dead, the audience doesn't suspect anything, because it seems perfectly natural.  However, if you really think about it, he's probably performed this procedure before, so his shock is one of personal fear, not moral outrage.



earlnewton
Note
This script, and specifically this sequence, is what taught me the benefit of talking a story out to an audience.  That's what constituted my rewriting process: retelling and retelling this story until I cut away the pieces that lost the audience's focus.  It's a good technique, because it tells you whether the ideas are strong enough on their own to carry a show.





earlnewton
Note
The initial concept for Sins of the Mother came from an NPR story about the government trying to develop a pill to protect an unborn fetus from alcohol consumed by the mother.  Protecting us from ourselves seemed like a very government thing to do.  Escalating it to the worst possible scenario brought me to this story.



earlnewton
Note
The Sarah/David scenes were some of the trickiest to structure.  I was determined that the film work on multiple viewings, so I took extra care in laying out their exchanges.





earlnewton
Note
Casting was a concern when I did this show.  Obviously, not working in LA, my choices were more limited than I would have liked.  The challenge of Sarah is that there's very little to "play" in the role.  Sarah Cotton is the quintessential innocent - the sacrifice - and it was more about how she came across to the audience than anything specific she did.That said, Joy Ramsey took the role and did a great job with it.

earlnewton
Note
This script is almost a constant stream of lies.  That was one of my favorite parts: this film lives on subtext.





earlnewton
Note
This was a scene cut from the film before shooting.  Once I shot David depositing the needle, it had all the closure I felt we needed.  To go on further just felt like we were sticking in exposition after the climax of the film.  Someone once said, "the mark of a great artist is knowing when to stop."  Keeping that in mind, I wanted to get out as fast as possible. 


